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Outline

Replacing a Discredited Theory

A Theory of Asset Pricing recognizing Principal/Agent Problems

Explains capital market phenomena that baffle the EMH

Implies a Complete Reappraisal of Asset Management Strategies

Shows how Investors have become Short-termist – and lose out



Efficient Market Hypothesis

Assumes that competition delivers:

 Asset prices that reflect Fair Value

 Capital Markets that are SelfStabilizing

 Financial Intermediaries that do not earn Rents

Thoroughly discredited by events of recent years



EMH nevertheless underpins Asset 
Owners’ Strategies

Informs use of securities indices as benchmarks

Basis for evaluating and controlling Risk

Used to optimize Asset Allocation and basis for Diversification

Points to Inappropriate Actions and Costly Errors

Has Nothing to say about selection of Strategies or Investment Horizon 



New Theory of Asset (Mis)Pricing

Recognizes that investors delegate to Agents

– creates Asymmetric Information

– Agents have better information and different objectives

Principal/Agent problems lead to 

– Asset Mispricing

– Rent Capture by Agents



New Asset Pricing Model  basic intuition

Suppose a negative shock hits an asset's fundamentals

> Funds holding the asset realize poor returns

> Funds experience outflows

> Funds sell asset

If outflows gradual, asset price declines gradually > Momentum

Asset price below fundamental value > Reversal



Formal Model 

Conducted in a rational Framework  not Behavioural

Investor (principal). active fund manager (agent), index fund, multiple securities

Shows prices depend on Fund Flows, as well as Cash Flows (as in EMH)

Offers a General Theory of Asset Pricing (unified, tractable, extendable) 

Set out in papers by Vayanos and Woolley

 Summarized in "The Future of Finance – the LSE Report", 

Ch. 3 “Why are Financial Markets so Inefficient and Exploitative"



Explains many features extensively 
documented

Momentum and Reversal, bubbles and crashes

Value and Growth

Postearnings announcement drift

Comovement, leads and lags

Tracking error, commercial risk etc.



Implications for Asset Owners

Principal/agent problems giving rise to asset mispricing and rent capture

 Solution lies with those who are suffering, the Principals

New Model has important lessons for investors' policies and strategies

Shows that benchmarks should be based on underlying cash flows

Similarly, for risk and diversification



Investment Horizon

New Theory provides an answer to an ageold puzzle

Is the Longrun Equivalent to the succession of intervening Shortruns?

Should investor focus on getting best return each year?

Or the best return over the longrun?

This is a nonquestion to EMH



Two Dominant Investment Strategies

Answer lies in choice of strategy and returns to those strategies

Momentum  ignores fundamental value, and follows the trends

Fair Value  disregards fund flows and buys based on cash flows

 stock prices equal to expected future cash flows

Most active investment in some combination of the two



Riskadjusted Returns to Different 
Strategies

Until now, only way to explore returns was using historic data

New Model can provide "a priori" riskadjusted returns

– to any strategy, combination or implementation

– in oneperiod, or multiple periods with continuous rebalancing

Do this by inserting investor as pricetaker



Calculating Returns  Short Horizon

Based on optimal implementation of both strategies

Key Finding: Momentum dominates Fair Value

Trendfollowing is best Strategy for Shortterm investors

– to gain return or reduce risk

Follows intuition that trends persist until reversal to Fair Value

Fair Value investors must exercise Patience



Best Single Choice for Longrun 

Investors

Bottom line: Fair Value dominates Momentum for Long Horizons

Result hinges on differencies in risk characteristics

Momentum: series of uncorrelated bets 

> Longrun risk equal to sum of intervening risks

Fair Value  benefits from negative serial correlation of returns

> Longrun risk declines over time



Annualised Sharpe ratios of momentum and fair 

value as a function of the investment horizon



Optimally Combining Strategies

Shape and crossover point sensitive to Execution and Calibration

Wellknown low correlation of momentum and Fair Value

 improves riskadjusted return by combining

But model can deliver Definitive Solutions



Choice and Combination depend on 

Investor's Horizon

Shows that optimal mix depends on Term of Liabilities and Horizon

The Longer the Horizon, the greater the allocation to Fair Value

The Shorter the Horizon, the greater the allocation to Momentum

Robust for all Calibrations

See: Vayanos and Woolley "New Light on Choice of Investment Strategy"

CEPR Vox, 18 Jan 2012



Caveats on Implementation

Fair Value robust to choice of inputs

 simple measures work almost as well as full discounting

Momentum highly sensitive to execution

 need to get lookback and holding period just right

 historic data flatters Momentum



Sharpe ratio of momentum as a function of 
the lookback period



Fair Value Investors win Overall

Momentum investors collectively underperform the index

 buying (selling) after prices have started to rise (fall)

Fair Value Investors collectively gain what Momentum investors lose

Fair Value not buyandhold 

 they patiently pick up cheap stocks

 also benefit from volatile markets

Fair Value is not just Value Investing



Practice and Policy

Sovereign Wealth, Pension, Charitable, Endowment funds have long 
horizons

Yet often sucked into Short Horizon strategies

 Magnetism of the Herd

 Tight tracking errors against Momentumfuelled Indices

 Actuarial and Regulatory MarktoMarket

 Shortterm Performance Assessment and Reward



Illustration of Misplaced Incentives

Hedge funds use momentum to achieve return

Longonly managers use momentum to keep tracking error down

Hedge funds make much of their merits of cash benchmark, yet...

Both end up doing the same thing but for different reasons

Both situations arise from shortterm incentives embedded in contracts



Private Gain and Public Benefit

Longterm investors can gain substantial private benefit ..

 from focusing on longterm Fair Value investing

 from adopting appropriate strategies and rewriting contracts

 e.g. limiting turnover, lengthening performance targets and rewards

Social gains from more stable markets

Rare example of identity of Private and Social Gain
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